Republic of the Philippines
House of Representatives
Quezon City, Metro Manila

Eighteenth Congress
Second Regular Session

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 1233

Introduced by Representatives Alan Peter “Compañero” S. Cayetano, Ferdinand
Martin G. Romualdez and Bienvenido M. Abante, Jr.

RESOLUTION
EXPRESSING THE PROFOUND CONDOLENCES OF THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES TO THE FAMILY OF HONORABLE MARISSA
LOURDES M. ANDAYA, REPRESENTATIVE OF THE FIRST
LEGISLATIVE DISTRICT OF CAMARINES SUR AND WIFE OF FORMER
REPRESENTATIVE ROLANDO “Nonoy” G. ANDAYA JR.

WHEREAS, Honorable Marissa Lourdes M. Andaya passed away on July 5,
2020, at the age of 51;

WHEREAS, Honorable Marissa Lourdes M. Andaya was the nurturing mother
of Rolando IV and Katrina Isabella, and the loving wife of former Representative
Rolando “Nonoy” G. Andaya Jr.;

WHEREAS, before she was elected as Member of the House of
Representatives, her compassion and generosity endeared her to the people of the First
Legislative District of Camarines Sur as she promoted their rights and welfare through
the Alagang Andaya Program of Representative Nonoy Andaya Jr. by providing
health services to indigent patients, organizing medical missions, and helping
underprivileged but deserving students;
WHEREAS, during the First Regular Session of the Eighteenth Congress, Representative Marissa Lourdes M. Andaya was elected as Assistant Majority Leader and was one of the co-authors of Republic Act No. 11465 or the “General Appropriations Act for the Fiscal Year 2020” and other legislative measures which were approved by the House of Representatives on Third and Final Reading such as House Bill (HB) No. 304, also known as the “Passive Income and Financial Intermediary Taxation Act;” HB 4953, entitled “An Act Declaring the Balangay as the National Boat of the Philippines;” and HB 6815, also known as the “Accelerated Recovery and Investments Stimulus for the Economy of the Philippines or ARISE Philippines Act;”

WHEREAS, in line with her advocacy to enact meaningful legislation, with particular focus on the sectors of health, children, women and agriculture, Representative Marissa Lourdes M. Andaya served as Vice-Chairperson of the Committee on Natural Resources as well as Vice-Chairperson of the Committee on Social Services, and was a Member of the Committees on Appropriations, Basic Education and Culture, Health, Public Works and Highways, and Government Enterprises and Privatization, as well as the Committee on Rules;

WHEREAS, a dedicated and hardworking legislator with a steadfast commitment to public service, Representative Marissa Lourdes M. Andaya’s colleagues in this august chamber vividly remember and laud her bright disposition as she regularly attended and participated in the plenary sessions;

WHEREAS, Representative Marissa Lourdes M. Andaya’s kababayans’ recollection of her teemed with accolades and gratitude for her diligent efforts in extending various assistance to the sick and those who lost their jobs and livelihood during the Luzon-wide lockdown due to the COVID-19 pandemic;

WHEREAS, Representative Marissa Lourdes M. Andaya was the epitome of a dauntless warrior, and in the very words of her husband and former Representative Rolando “Nonoy” Andaya Jr., “a wonderful woman with a generous spirit and compassionate heart who was devoted to her family, her faith, her oath, and her fellowmen:” Now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, To express its profound condolences to the family of Honorable Marissa Lourdes M. Andaya, Representative of the First Legislative District of Camarines Sur and wife of former Representative Rolando “Nonoy” G. Andaya Jr.
RESOLVED, FURTHER, That a copy of this Resolution be furnished the bereaved family.

Adopted,

ALAN PETER "COMPAÑERO" S. CAYETANO

BIENVENIDO M. ABANTE, JR.  FERDINAND MARTIN G. ROMUALDEZ